
Mark Scheme
 

Q1.           

 

 

Q2.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) Zn +H2SO4 →ZnSO4 + H2

reactants (1)
products (1)

Accept multiples
If not correctly balanced max 1
Must be subscripts where
relevant

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(ii) A description including some of the following points

general points

reactions occur when particles collide
more frequent collisions cause higher rate of reaction
mass and size of zinc pieces same so no effect on rate of
reaction
because same surface area
two factors have been altered in the same experiment
cannot be certain of effect of each

concentration

experiment 2 higher/triple concentration of acid
so more particles (in same volume)
so more frequent collisions between particles
more successful collisions

temperature

experiment 2 higher temperature
particles move faster

 

(6)
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particles have more energy
so more frequent collisions between particles (so increased
rate)
more successful collisions
so more energetic collisions between particles
more particles have enough energy to react (activation
energy) when they collide

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. temperature is higher and concentration is

higher so reaction is faster
e.g. temperature is higher so particles move faster so reaction is
faster
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4

a simple description
e.g. temperature is higher so particles move faster and concentration
is higher so more particles so reaction is faster

eg when concentration is higher there will be more particles so more
frequent collisions so faster reaction

e.g. when temperature is higher particles move faster so more
successful collisions so faster reaction

the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description e.g. higher concentration of acid so more
particles so more frequent collisions so faster reaction and higher
temperature so particles have more energy so more successful
collisions so faster reaction
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 

 

Q3.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
A   neutralisation  (1)
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Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
D AgCl(s)  (1)
same/no change  (1)
HCl + AgNO3 → AgCl + HNO3

reactant formulae (1)

product formulae (1)

Ag+ + Cl- → AgCl

max 1 if any incorrect attempt to
balance

reject incorrect use of cases and
non-subscripts

(2)

 

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
D AgCl(s)  (1)
same/no change  (1)
HCl + AgNO3 → AgCl + HNO3

reactant formulae (1)

product formulae (1)

Ag+ + Cl- → AgCl

max 1 if any incorrect attempt to
balance

reject incorrect use of cases and
non-subscripts

(2)

 

 

 

Q6.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) A description including two from

effervescence / fizzing /
bubbles of gas (1)

solid {disappears/clears}
/(colourless)solution formed (1)

ignore {cloudy/white ppt} /'gas
formed'/colour change /name of gas /
changes to a liquid

 

(solid/sodium carbonate/it) dissolves
(1)

(2)

(ii) CH3COOC2H5/CH3COOCH2CH3/
CH3CO2C2H5 / CH3CO2CH2CH3 /
C2H5O2CCH3 / CH3CH2OOCCH3(1)

H2O (1)

allow displayed formulae/ C4H8O2 do
not allow formulae ending in –
COOH/-COO or any formula that does
not show an ester

(2)
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do not allow H2O / H2O /lower case
h/HOH

maximum (1) if additional incorrect
balancing ignore state symbols

 

 

Q7.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) Zn +H2SO4 →ZnSO4 + H2

reactants (1)
products (1)

Accept multiples
If not correctly balanced max 1
Must be subscripts where
relevant

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(a)(ii) A description including some of the following points

general points

reactions occur when particles collide
more frequent collisions cause higher rate of reaction
mass and size of zinc pieces same so no effect on rate of
reaction
because same surface area
two factors have been altered in the same experiment
cannot be certain of effect of each

concentration

experiment 2 higher/triple concentration of acid
so more particles (in same volume)
so more frequent collisions between particles
more successful collisions

temperature

experiment 2 higher temperature
particles move faster
particles have more energy
so more frequent collisions between particles (so increased
rate)
more successful collisions
so more energetic collisions between particles
more particles have enough energy to react (activation
energy) when they collide

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. temperature is higher and concentration is

higher so reaction is faster
e.g. temperature is higher so particles move faster so reaction is
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faster
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4

a simple description
e.g. temperature is higher so particles move faster and concentration
is higher so more particles so reaction is faster

eg when concentration is higher there will be more particles so more
frequent collisions so faster reaction

e.g. when temperature is higher particles move faster so more
successful collisions so faster reaction

the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description e.g. higher concentration of acid so more
particles so more frequent collisions so faster reaction and higher
temperature so particles have more energy so more successful
collisions so faster reaction
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(b)(i) B displacement  (1)
(b)(ii) Shown on diagram

horizontal reactant line
above product line (1)
horizontal product line to
right of reactant line (1)

 

lines must be correctly labelled
eg reactants/Zn + CuSO4 and
products/ CuSO4 and Cu

ignore any extra
lines/curves/labels

if not drawn lines but just labels
in correct relative positions max 1

If two lines drawn in correct
positions but no labels max 1

(2)

 

 

 

Q8.          
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Q9.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
magnesium sulphate accept magnesium sulphate (1)

 

 

 

Q10.           
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Q11.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) B lead chloride  (1)

(ii)

An explanation linking two of

strong (electrostatic)
forces of attraction

between oppositely
charged ions

so requires lot of
heat/energy to overcome
forces/break bonds

Any reference to
molecules/molecular/intermolecul
ar/covalent scores 0 marks

strong (ionic) bonds

positive and negative ions reject
charged atoms for this mark

ignore hard to melt/high
temperature needed

(2)

(iii) A description including

M1 add (dilute) nitric acid

M2 add silver nitrate
(solution)

M3 forms white ppt/solid

Accept correct formulae

If use any other acid can score
M2 and M3

 

dependent on use of silver nitrate

Alternative method:

Electrolyse (1)

Chlorine formed (1)

Bleaches litmus/pH paper (1)
Ignore smell

(3)

 

 

 

Q12.           
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Q13.           

 

 

Q14.           
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